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BRIXX
Sofa module corner left

Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 092019 | Weight 48,3 kg/107 lbs | Volume 0,69 m³/25 cu ft 

Collection: DEDON’s first fully upholstered collection, BRIXX by Lorenza Bozzoli allows you to construct islands of 
luxurious comfort outdoors or in. Simple yet sophisticated, natural yet refined, this playful system of rectangular 
modules is available with or without fixed backrests, or in a mix of both. BRIXX offers 360° functionality and maximum 
versatility: There’s not limit to the configurations you can create.

Sofa module corner left: This sofa module, which easily combines with all BRIXX and BRIXX sofa modules, is the 
perfect left corner piece for creating personalized configurations with 360° accessibility. Also able to stand alone as a 
lounge chair, it offers luxurious sitting comfort, backrest support and flexible colors settings, from fashion-inspired to 
conventional.
Frame: Upholstery � The core of each module is protected by a water-repellent polyester covering. The fabric is 
treated to be stain and water-repellent.
Characteristics: Characteristics: versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxerious, modular
Upholstery maintenance: Upholstery � To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand.  
Powder-coated aluminum � Clean the frame structure with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fabric Standard Additional Items

Cover
699

DUNE cove
698

DUNE shore

695
PUNO straw

696
PUNO reed

56092018000
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Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 092018 | Weight 48,3 kg/107 lbs | Volume 0,69 m³/25 cu ft 

Collection: DEDON’s first fully upholstered collection, BRIXX by Lorenza Bozzoli allows you to construct islands of 
luxurious comfort outdoors or in. Simple yet sophisticated, natural yet refined, this playful system of rectangular 
modules is available with or without fixed backrests, or in a mix of both. BRIXX offers 360° functionality and maximum 
versatility: There’s not limit to the configurations you can create.

Sofa module corner right: This sofa module, which easily combines with all BRIXX and BRIXX sofa modules, is the 
perfect right corner piece for creating personalized configurations with 360° accessibility. Also able to stand alone as a 
lounge chair, it offers luxurious sitting comfort, backrest support and flexible colors settings, from fashion-inspired to 
conventional.
Frame: Upholstery � The core of each module is protected by a water-repellent polyester covering. The fabric is 
treated to be stain and water-repellent.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxerious, modular
Upholstery maintenance: Upholstery � To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand.  
Powder-coated aluminum � Clean the frame structure with a soft cloth and warm water.
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